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Ptot = 45 bar xcat = 0.08 mol% nDEA/n1-dec    = 8/7 precatalyst: Rh(acac)(cod) TMS: wMeOH/wDod = 50/50

CO/H2 = 1/2 ncat/nlig = 1/3.5 w1-dec = 10 wt% ligand: Sulfoxantphos T = 125 °C
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Motivation
Investigation of:

- Rh-based homogeneous catalysis     high reaction rates 

- thermomorphic multiphase systems (TMS) catalyst recovery

- tandem reactions less process steps

- mechanistic reaction kinetics       transferability

- hydroaminomethylation as amine synthesis high atom-efficiency

Thermomorphic multiphase systems
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Reaction network

Hydroformylation (Hyfo)
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Results: experiments & simulations
symbols = experiments
colored lines = simulations

Reaction mechanism based kinetic models

 Transfer of the structure of a mechanistic kinetic model

for the Hyfo to HAM conditions through reparameterization

 Derivation of a new kinetic mechanistic model for the enamine

hydrogenation (RA) based on the postulated reaction mechanism

 Kinetic description of HAM successful due to coupling the Hyfo kinetics with

a new mechanistic approach for the RA in the investigated parameter range

Conclusion Outlook & Discussion
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Hydroformylation:

Hydrogenation of 1-decene:
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Hydroformylation subnetwork

Condensation equilibrium:
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Condensation:

Hydrogenation of n-enamine:
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Reductive Amination subnetwork
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- Influence of higher CO concentrations on reaction kinetics?

- Potential of using the co-substrate DEA in excess

- Influence of higher H2O amounts on condensation reaction (equilibria)

- Consideration of neglected low abundant side components

parameter re-estimation for an existing 

mechanistic kinetic Hyfo model (transfer to HAM)

parameter estimation for a new 

mechanistic kinetic RA model

SulfoXantphosRh(acac)COD
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Temperature influencePressure influence

T ↑

T ↑

T ↑

substrate & target product: satisfactory
intermediates: potential for improvement

significant increase of reaction
rates with temperature

decrease of product selectivity with
temperature through side reactions

Standard experiment

p↓ → cCO↓ → ccat ↑ → r ↑ → cCO↓ → r ↑↑
p < 30 bar: gas transport limitation

p ↑


